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SUMMARY Y 

Intendedd for inclusion in the Corpus Christianorum (published by Brepols a few months ago), 

thiss study provides a text edition of the Latin translation of Ruusbroec's mystical workDe 

ChierheitChierheit der gheestelike brulocht (The Spiritual Espousals), made by Geert Grote in the 

closingg quarter of the fourteenth century. 

Thee Grote translation has come down to us in more than ten manuscripts. This edition is 

basedd on the principle that the manuscript closest to Ruusbroec's text should be selected as 

sourcee text. All variations in the other manuscripts have been included in the variorum. 

AA general introduction treats the circumstances that led Ruusbroec to conceive this and 

relatedd works; it also considers the question of why Geert Grote decided to make a Latin 

translationn himself, while a Southern Netherlands translation (by Willem Jordaens) was 

alreadyy extant. The answer is to be found in a different starting point for the translation. 

Comparisonss made in this study show that Grote aimed to adhere as closely as possible to 

Ruusbroec'ss text and permitted himself relatively littl e freedom. 

AA separate chapter describes the peculiarities of Gróte's latin. His idiom appears to be typical 

off  mediaeval Latin, but also contains a number of curious anomalies, that may be best 

explainedd as 'Dutchisms'. 
AA Ruusbroec passage that caused a stir in his days and gave rise to confrontation is also 

discussed.. The middle-Dutch word 'syn' may be interpreted as 'videre' or as 'esse'; the term 

occurss in a phrase describing the mystical purpose as merging with God. Geert Grote 

resolutelyy chooses 'videre' and, in his letters, is very outspoken in his defence of Ruusbroec 

againstt scholars who accused him of theological aberrations. 

Thee introduction goes on to give an overview of the relationship between the various 

manuscripts,, which has made it possible to create a stemma - genesis or genealogical tree - of 

thee manuscripts extant. 
Finally,, the study treats in detail the various lacunae and interpolations occurring in the 

differentt versions of the text. 

H.A.M.. Douwes 

Haarlem,, Autumn 2000 
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